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Residential Moving

We can get you to move to your new home. Our experienced moving staff can handle the move without a problem.





Commercial Moving

Business relocation? That’s easy with us! Our expert commercial movers can handle that seamlessly.





Packing/Unpacking

We’ll do the packing and unpacking with your stuff. You don’t need to worry, our staffs are expert packers.














 






About Us

Residential moving companies are not all alike. It is essential that you hire a mover that is experienced and reliable. We are one of the leaders among the local moving […]

 Learn More 

















If you want us to handle your moving, contact us!

 Contact Now 
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5 Practical Ways to Prepare for Your Moving Company’s Arrival
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Moving can cause a lot of stress and frustration. That’s why many families prefer to have a full-service moving company handle the process. Getting a vetted professional mover will definitely […]
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7 Things to Consider When Moving Your Wine Collection Across the Country
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Moving a household a long distance is always challenging. If you have a wine collection that you are taking with you, there can be additional challenges. Care must be considered when […]
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7 Clever and Thrifty Ideas When Preparing for a Cross-Country Move to Oregon
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Making a cross-country move can be exciting, opening a new chapter in your life and bringing new possibilities. However, the process can also be somewhat taxing, and it pays to prepare ahead of time. Check out these seven great tips for making your cross-country move easier and more affordable!





1. Stay as organized as possible





Few things start slimming down your wallet like disorganized, hasty choices that you make when caught off guard. If you’re scrambling to get everything ready in time to move, then you’re much more likely to make financially unwise choices in the heat of the moment that can quickly add up.













2. Collect sturdy cardboard boxes in advance





Don’t forget to ask your friends and family to hold back boxes for you, too! Packing materials can be pricey, and it’s important not to cut corners when it comes to quality–but if a sturdy cardboard box appears to be in good shape, then keep it!





Hold back a few large but beat-up boxes too for protecting floors while you move appliances or slide furniture, too.





3. Label your boxes clearly and well





Some people label boxes with vague phrases that do nothing but cause confusion later, or don’t label them at all. Rather than making these mistakes, set yourself up for a successful day of unpacking by labeling your boxes well.





In addition to making the labels descriptive, give each box a number that you record separately on a pad of paper or a spreadsheet with a list of contents. Write the number clearly on each side of the box so that you can see it from any direction.





4. Keep a “frequently used” box open until the last minute





Take frequently used items such as packing tape, scissors, toothpaste, and deodorant, and put them in their own, separate box.





Leave this box until last to tape closed, and store it in front of everything else so that you can open it immediately in your new location. This trick will save time and money by keeping you from having to choose between digging through boxes or replacing an item entirely.





5. Do your decluttering before you pack and move





The process of moving is a perfect opportunity to declutter your house and look critically at what you have. Take a look at each of your items and consider how much use you’ll get out of it while moving forward.





It helps to consider how much money and energy you’ll have to spend on moving something from one place to the next. If something seems far less appealing when you picture yourself lifting it in and out of a moving vehicle, then you might want to toss it.





6. Shut down your utilities sooner than later





A great way to save a little extra before a move is to end your service plans early–even if that means you’ll go without certain commodities for a little while.





You probably don’t want to go without electricity or air conditioning during the weeks leading up to your big move, but cutbacks like cable might save you a lot of money. You might save yourself the cost of paying for the next whole month by ending your service plan a couple of weeks before you move!













7. Hire a reputable moving company





Unless you’ve decided to make drastic changes and sell everything that doesn’t fit in your vehicle, you’re probably going to have to hire a moving company. It might seem frustrating to spend money on this service after you’ve taken so many steps to cut costs, but this is one area that’s truly worth it.










Luckily for you, there are a lot of moving companies that are one call away. However, you shouldn’t hire one hastily. Take your time researching for the best mover to suit your needs and budget.





For your convenience, here’s what you should do to find a good moving company:





	Get Recommendations: If you know someone who worked with movers before, it’s better to ask them first, especially if they’re people you trust. Listen to their experiences with their hired mover and if they would recommend them. Regardless of what they say, you’re sure to get a clue if it’s a worthy hire or not.
	Check Reviews: Online reviews gives you a hint of the quality of services of a moving company. Positive reviews are obviously a good sign, but be wary of fake ones. Furthermore, steer clear of companies with bad reviews as they just spell disaster sooner or later.
	Do Some Research on Legitimate Websites: To make things easier, you can always refer to trusted websites, like Great Guys. They list only the finest movers in Oregon, and here are some of them:
	All Service Moving– With over 18 years in the industry, this company’s services are of top quality. They are also transparent and flexible in determining the amount and type of labor and necessary supplies using a flat rate hourly system.
	2 Brothers Moving and Delivery – Flexible, fast, fair prices. If you’re looking for those, this independent company that’s been around since 2007 is for you. But what’s most interesting about the company is its Moving Ministries Program that provides relocation assistance to victims of abuse and those in need of help.
	Primetime Movers Portland – This moving company can help you move, whether it’s residential or commercial. No matter what services you need, they can do it. 



	  Watch Out For Fraud: Many people move each year, and scammers find this a perfect opportunity to make easy money. Although highly unlikely, you still have to be wary of fraud. To ensure that a company is legit, ask for a copy of their license and insurance coverage as verification. In addition, make sure that they have a veritable physical address.






All things considered, don’t cut corners when it comes to looking for a reputable mover. They’re responsible for safely transporting everything you own, and any losses you suffer at the hands of unskilled movers probably won’t be worth it!
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Pros and Cons of Renting a Storage Unit for Your Extra Stuff
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In most urban communities today, you can’t drive more than a block or two without coming across a public storage facility. Storage units are increasing in popularity as people find […]
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8 Top Pieces of Moving Advice For First-Timers
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Relocating is exciting, but you should not get lost in your daydreams. The experience can be stressful if you are unprepared. You need to be organized! If this is your […]
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Moving Safety 101: How to Avoid Injuries When Moving to a New Home
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Moving is usually an exciting time since you are open to new opportunities that you will share with your loved ones. It can also be quite stressful because you need […]
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